
The IP PBX can connect 10SIP trunk +100 SIP extensions

Sr. No. Requirement Specifications

1

The proposed IP-PBX/PABX/Communication System should employ IP at its 

core with IP switching technology. It should have a Pure IP architecture with 

embedded hardware platform support to meet the technological demands of the 

present and future.

2 The system should be IPv4 and IPV6 ready.

3 Preference would be given to the manufacturer having DSIR recognized R&D.

4
Preference would be given to the indigenous design manufacturer and made in 

India product.

5 The system should have VoIP at its core 

6

The system should support SIP/IP extensions and trunks over SIP protocol. It 

should be possible to support SIP Trunks and SIP/IP Extension with the single 

VoIP module. It should support up to 99 SIP trunks and 2100 SIP/IP users 

(SIP/IP Phone, Mobile softphones, UC Client).

7 The system should TDM ports through Gateways.

8
It should be possible to reach the maximum capacity of the system of 2100 IP 

users without any add-on CPU or chassis/hardware platform.

9

The architecture of the system should be capable of seamless migration to its 

maximum capacity by simply purchasing a license for the same. The 

architecture should be non-stackable which eliminates the individual power 

supply needed for each chassis required otherwise.

10

VoIP should be a Daughter-board module mounted on a CPU. VoIP module(s) 

should support up to 550 concurrent VoIP channels without transcoding, 248 

concurrent VoIP channels with transcoding, 99 SIP trunks and 2100 SIP/IP 

users (SIP/IP Phone, Mobile softphones, UC Client).

11

Voicemail features should be inbuilt in the system and should not require any 

additional hardware module. Voicemail features should be available to all the 

users connected to the system without any license.

12
The system should have adapter based power supply with output of 24V DC, 

2.5A. It should have dual power supply port for Hot redundancy.

13
The system should support at least 21 concurrent Call Tapping and 

Conversation Recording.

14
It should support minimum 50 concurrent IP-IP Video calls without using any 

VoIP Channel.

15 The system should support Unified Communications Clients

16
The system should support SIP over TLS and SRTP to ensure VoIP call 

security over IP network.

17 The system shoul provide latest security features

18 Password Protection should have following features:

19
System should have Gigabit Ethernet ports for LAN and WAN to separate out 

local and VoIP traffic on external network.

20 System should have two external USB port to support various applications

21

It should have built-in multi-party conferencing. It should be possible to carry 

out minimum 21 conferences of 3-participants at a time. The maximum number 

of participants in single conference should be atleast 64.

22
The system should have built-in Auto-attendant facility and should be able to 

answer up to 64 calls simultaneously and should support dial-by-name.



23
The system should support multi-lingual IVR in atleast 6 different languages in 

Auto-attendant.

24
The system should have built-in web-based UI software programming tool for 

system administration.

25

The system should have a built-in remote maintenance facility i.e. it should 

have the facility to be programmed remotely over the internet without any 

modem required on the system side.

26
The system should have programmable call ringing sequence with options such 

as simultaneous, hunting off, round robin and delayed simultaneous.

27
Detailed reports of all system parameters should be generated through the 

SMDR port of system.

28 The system should support flexible numbering for extensions up to 4 digits.

29 Access codes, system timers and access to features should be programmable.

30

The system should be able to generate and store outgoing, incoming and 

internal call reports on SMDR port. It should also be available online through 

Ethernet Port.

31
The system should support USB drive up to 256 GB for storage up to 8680 

hours. The system should be able to send the back-up data to Network drive.

32
The system should store a Call Log Buffer of atleast 6000 Outgoing, 4999 

Incoming and 999 Internal calls.

33
System should have provision to connect any TDM trunk and FXS extensions 

i.e. CO, PRI, GSM, Radio with external VoIP Gateway from same OEM

34
Features given to an extension shall be accessed from any other extension by 

dialing the feature codes.

35 The system should support SNTP protocol for Time and Date Synchronization.

36 IP phone and Operator console must be from same OEM of IP-PBX.

37
Extension features should have an extension to extension, extension to central 

office and extension to operator call. Priority calling should be supported.

38

Operator features should by default include the assistance to extension, 

attended call transfer, call intercept, indication of call waiting, night service 

control and such other features.

39 The system should have a conversational recording in the mail box.

40
Varied type of open SIP Terminals such as IP Phone, SIP softphone, Mobile 

SIP Client and UC Client shall be supported.

41

The manufacturer should also have UC Client application for Android and 

iPhone and on Windows PC so that the mobility can be extended for the 

smartphone users.

42
The system should support following features of IP telephony: Dynamic DNS, 

Registrar Server, Proxy Server, Presence Server, NAT and STUN.

43 The system should support Voicemail System with following features:

44
The hardware should be 19'' rack mountable and not more than 1U size for 

compact foot-print.

1 Specification of Type-2 IP Phone: 

Display:  

1.1



∙ 128 x 64 –pixel Graphical LCD (3.1 Inch)  

∙ LED for Call and message wait Indication  

∙ Intuitive user interface with icons 

Feature Keys 

∙ 3 Feature Keys : Headset, Mute , Hands-free speaker  phone 

∙ 4 Context Sensitive Keys 

∙ 2 Line keys 

 Function such as navigation, Call Appearance , feature status ∙ Volume Control Keys

1.3 Interface
∙ 2 X RJ45 10/100/1000 Mbps Ethernet Ports 

∙ Power Over Ethernet (IEEE 802.3af) 

∙ 1 x RJ9 Handset port 

∙ 1 xRJ9 Headset port 

∙ DC Power Jack

Enhanced Desktop Viewing 

∙ LED for Call & message wait indication 

∙ Intuitive user interface with Icon

Clear Voice  

Codec: G.722, G.711(A/μ), 

G.729, G.726, G.723 

DTMF: In-band, Out-of-band 

(RFC 2833) and SIP INFO 

Full Duplex Speakerphone with 

VAD, CNG, AEC, AJB & AGC

Power Supply 

∙ Power on Ethernet (IEEE 

802.3af) 

∙ 5VDC 2A

1.7 Operating temperature : 0°C to 45°C

1.8 Operating Humidity : 10 ~ 95%

Secure Communications 

• Extended (Proprietary) SIP Protocol 

• TLS/SRTP for Voice Security

Adjustable 

Desk mount 

External AC Adaptor

1.11 Certification: CE, FCC,EMI- EMC, SAFETY,ROHS
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